The Skeletons and The Castle

By Ian Brewer
Once upon a time, there was a castle by an ocean. The castle was grey and a king lived there. The castle had a lot of gold inside.
In the forest close to the castle, there were some mean skeletons and their skeleton dragon. They wanted to steal the castle and the gold, and sit on the king’s throne.
They made a plan to steal the castle.
One night, they started sneaking towards the castle.
They attacked the castle with their dragon. The dragon breathed fire that broke down the castle's gate.
The skeletons charged in and put the king in jail. They found the gold and put it in a secret place where the king would never know. They made a map to their gold.
They stole the castle and sat on the throne.
The king's dragon breathed fire and got the king out of jail. He got his army to get the skeletons out.
The army charged and broke the skeletons. The king's dragon breathed fire and broke the skeleton dragon.
The army found the map, and they followed the map to the gold. They put it back where it belonged.
The king was safe once again.